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Christians should have the answers, shouldn't they? Depression affects many people both
personally and through the ones we love. Depression is not new though, indeed the "Prince of
Preachers" C.H. Spurgeon struggled with depression and talked openly about it. Here Zack
Eswine draws from Spurgeon's experiences to encourage us. What Spurgeon found in his
darkness can serve as a light in our own darkness. This is not a self-help guide, but rather "a
handwritten note of one who wishes you well."



When one views the heroic, uncompromising Mr. Valiant-for-truth, the self-forgetful, issue-driven
Controversialist, the ever-public proclaimer of the Bible, the laughing humorist, the ever-flowing
stream of edifying literature that was Charles Spurgeon, it is difficult to fit into that profile a man
so thoroughly and consistently engulfed in mental and spiritual pain and depression. Yet, the
fully-dimensioned Spurgeon from early years to final days found dark distress ever hovering on
the edges of his mind and sometimes launching an all out assault on his very being. How he
managed all this, by the grace of God, both for himself and for others, drives both the gripping
content and the riveting literary style of Zack Eswine in Spurgeon’s Sorrows. Showing both
comprehensive and deep knowledge of the sermonic literature Spurgeon produced on this
subject, this book is for those in such dark times, those that would seek to understand and help
them, and those who have suffered life-changing loss through the inability of someone to
escape the clutches of such deceitful darkness.Tom J. NettlesProfessor of Historical
TheologyThe Southern Baptist Theological SeminaryLouisville, KentuckyZack Eswine, like
Spurgeon, a preacher, pastor, and no stranger to suffering, has immersed himself in Spurgeon’s
nineteenth century sermons and his experiences of depression to show us a man like ourselves,
vulnerable to all sorts of difficulties and losses in life, wrestling with the eternal big questions of
the goodness of God, the presence of evil and the fragility of body, mind and emotions. There is
much encouragement, comfort and practical help to be found in this rich and poetic
treasure.Richard WinterAuthor of When Life Goes Dark: Finding Hope in the Midst of
DepressionDirector of Counseling, Covenant Theological SeminarySt. Louis, MissouriZack
Eswine is a pastor with the mind of a scholar and the heart of a poet. His wisdom gleaned from
Charles Spurgeon’s struggle with depression is theologically profound and pastorally lucid.
Recommend it to anyone you know who has wondered about depression, about pastoral
ministry, or about God.Jason ByasseeAuthor of Discerning the Body: Searching for Jesus in the
WorldSenior Pastor, Boone United Methodist ChurchBoone, North CarolinaThe river of life often
flows through sloughs of despond. Charles Spurgeon knew that well. He knew depression. He
knew the God from whom life flows. Ditto Zack Eswine in this unusual, refreshing, sensible book.
It is a riff and meditation on Spurgeon’s experience. Eswine continually orients to the reality that
depression remains an intrinsically human experience for Spurgeon. Too often in our day,
depression gets reinterpreted as a “thing,” is objectified into a merely medical diagnosis, is
alienated from our humanness. This book shows a good way forward—no reductionistic
explanations, no magic answers. Read it, and take it to heart.David PowlisonCCEF Executive
DirectorSenior Editor, Journal of Biblical CounselingGlenside, PennsylvaniaI have known of
Spurgeon for years, as a gifted and godly preacher, and like most preachers have thought, “I
could never preach like that.” But until I read this book I had no idea that Spurgeon was also a
melancholy, that he could lift crowds to the heights, yet also himself be brought low in his
despondent moods. I can say, “I can hurt like that.” What a comfort to know that a great man was
very human, a “man of like passions.” The grace that came through his preaching also lifted his
soul. It is a comfort to be reminded of that great grace.Leighton FordPresident, Leighton Ford



MinistriesCharlotte, North CarolinaIf you find yourself facing “the dark night of the soul” (or caring
for someone who is), this book will help you look up and see the stars – the light shining through
heaven’s floor – and inspire you with the fierce hope that comes from knowing the dawn is surely
coming. Poetic, poignant, and platitude-free, this shimmering treasure of a book may literally
save your life or the life of someone you love.Ken ShigematsuAuthor of the best-selling God in
My EverythingSenior Pastor, Tenth ChurchVancouver, CanadaIn an age of quick answers
Spurgeon speaks beyond the grave with heart-felt understanding and solace. Those who know
the pain of such suffering find in these pages a level of succour for the soul which both
normalizes and gives hope. We also see in Jesus one who has been this way and knows how to
offer comfort.Those who draw near as helpers find they are called upon to offer the very grace
and kindness which God shows to his people. As God sympathises with us in our troubles so we
are shown what true sympathy looks like.The author of this book has given a rare insight into the
experience of a ubiquitous problem. As such there is a rich blessing to be found in Spurgeon’s
Sorrows.Margaret ReynoldsCounselor and Co-Founder of Grace Counselling & Conciliation
ServicesAuckland, New ZealandZack Eswine’s beautifully crafted Spurgeon’s Sorrows is poetry
for the soul. Weaving Spurgeon’s acquaintance with depression with his own, Zack gives
language to the honest struggle of the weary. He kindly invites sufferers, and their fellow
sojourners, to breathe what is true, offering grace-filled help and real hope. An exquisite
book.Patti HawleyLicensed Professional CounselorFaculty Adjunct, Covenant Theological
SeminarySt Louis, MissouriYou can almost taste Spurgeon’s tears in this book. Depression is a
barely understood, silent assassin in the church. If you, like me, have succumbed to this
debilitating disease, then Zack Eswine’s gentle, poetic, unmasking of Spurgeon’s inner turmoil
may become a soothing balm for your soul. It may not heal you, but a healthy empathy emerges
when you read about the struggles of a man who has walked down the same dark alleys you
stumble along, and somehow found God in the valley of despair. If you don’t struggle with
depression yourself, it will help you love those who do!Jeremy McQuoidTeaching Pastor,
Deeside Christian FellowshipAberdeen, ScotlandSpurgeon’s Sorrows, a unique and timely
volume from the pen of Zack Eswine, pulls from the works of Charles Spurgeon his words on a
subject that can no longer be ignored because of its sweeping impact on believers and all of
Christendom. Depression has moved beyond a series of bad days and seems to grip the hearts
of many who claim the name and power of Christ just as did the great Victorian preacher. The
hope for all who experience this challenge personally or within the circle of family and friends is
articulated well by Spurgeon and might be summarized in this way: “What he found of Jesus in
the darkness can serve as a light for our own darkness.” I commend this volume as one worthy
of a read, especially by pastors and counselors and by any who suffer from the throes of
despair.Paige PattersonPresidentSouthwestern Baptist Theological SeminaryFort Worth,
TexasThere are few men I trust more to write a book on depression than Zack Eswine. His tears
have freed me to embrace my tears, and his story of heartache has taken me further into my
own. So Zack hasn’t merely written a book chronicling Spurgeon’s often debilitating struggles



with melancholy and depression; he has given us a grace-full en ramp to understand our
sorrows, and an incredibly practical guide for caring for heart-pained friends God places in our
lives. I cannot wait to buy many copies of this book to give to strugglers and care-givers
alike.Scotty Ward SmithTeacher in Residence, West End Community ChurchNashville,
TennesseeSpurgeon’s SorrowsRealistic Hope for those who Sufferfrom DepressionZack
EswineUnless otherwise indicated, Scripture quotations are from The Holy Bible, English
Standard Version, copyright © 2001 by Crossway Bibles, a division of Good News Publishers.
Used by permission. All rights reserved. esv Text Edition: 2007.Scripture quotations marked kjv
are taken from the King James Version. All rights reserved.Some Scripture quotations taken
directly from Spurgeon’s writings reflect the King James Version but are worded slightly
differently. They have been left as Spurgeon wrote them.Zack Eswine was Assistant Professor of
Homiletics and Director for Doctor of Ministry for six years at Covenant Theological Seminary, St
Louis, Missouri. He is now Lead Pastor of Riverside Church, St Louis, Missouri. He also wrote
Kindled Fire: How the methods of C.H. Spurgeon can help your preaching (isbn
978-1-84550-117-4).Copyright © Zack Eswine 2014Printed in 2014 by Christian Focus
Publications Ltd., Geanies House, Fearn, Ross-shire, IV20 1TW, Scotland, UK.Cover design by
Daniel van StraatenAll rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a
retrieval system, or transmitted, in any form, by any means, electronic, mechanical,
photocopying, recording or otherwise without the prior permission of the publisher or a licence
permitting restricted copying. In the U.K. such licences are issued by the Copyright Licensing
Agency, Saffron House, 6-10 Kirby Street, London, EC1 8TS.eBook production by Oxford
eBooks Ltd.CONTENTSPart One: Trying to Understand Depression1. The Road to Sorrow2.
Depression and our Circumstances3. The Disease of Melancholy4. Spiritual DepressionPart
Two: Learning How to Help Those Who Suffer from Depression5. Diagnosis Doesn’t Cure6. A
Language for our Sorrows7. Helps that Harm8. Jesus and DepressionPart Three: Learning
Helps to Daily Cope with Depression9. Promises and Prayers10. Natural Helps11. Suicide and
Choosing Life12. The Benefits of SorrowFor Jessica,a Help in the Slough of Despond; my
Hopeful friend against Giant Despair and Doubting Castle.AcknowledgmentsI also give thanks
to the congregation of Riverside Church out of which I write this book. In particular, I am
indebted to the time, partnership and counsel of Jonathan and Liz Block, Sam and Greta
Coalier, Ray and Donna Hagerty-Payne, Jason and Natalie Wilson, Margaret Wolfinbarger.
Together with Dr. Richard Winter, you have helped me grow.“I am the subject of depressions of
spirit so fearful that I hope none of you ever get to such extremes of wretchedness as I go
to.’”1“We very speedily care for bodily diseases; they are too painful to let us slumber in silence:
and they soon urge us to seek a physician or a surgeon for our healing. Oh, if we were as much
alive to the more serious wounds of our inner man.”2“Personally I know that there is nothing on
earth that the human frame can suffer to be compared with despondency and prostration of
mind.”3—Charles Haddon Spurgeon1 Charles Spurgeon, “Joy and Peace in Believing,”
Metropolitan Tabernacle Pulpit (MTP), Vol. 12, Sermon 692 (http://www.spurgeongems.org/



vols10-12/chs692.pdf), accessed 12/14/13.2 Charles Spurgeon, “Healing for the Wounded,” The
New Park Street Pulpit (NPSP), Sermon 53 in The Spurgeon Archive (http://www.spurgeon.org/
sermons/0053.htm), accessed 12/13/13.3 Charles Spurgeon, “The Garden of the Soul,” MTP,
Vol. 12 (Ages Digital Library, 1998), p. 370.Part One:Trying to Understand Depression1The
Road to SorrowThe Road to sorrow has been well trodden, it is the regular sheep track to
heaven, and all the flock of God have had to pass along it.1How do we get through them? The
times that knock the breath out; when even our strongest and bravest must confess with
desolate eyes, “I do not know what to pray” (to paraphrase what Paul expresses in Rom. 8:26).
How do we get through such times, when silences trump sentences? It is as if our words have
no life jackets. They must stay, tread water in the shallows, and watch us from a distance. Words
have no strength to venture with us into the heaving deeps that swallow us.And many of us who
believe in Jesus don’t like to admit it, but we find no immunity here either. Many of us know what
it is to lose hair, weight, appetite and the semblance of ourselves. Painful circumstances or a
disposition of gloom within our chemistry can put on their muddy boots and stand thick, full
weighted and heavy upon our tired chests. It is almost like anxiety tying rope around the ankles
and hands of our breath. Tied to a chair, with the lights out, we sit swallowing in panic the dark
air.These kinds of circumstances and bodily chemistry can steal the gifts of divine love too, as if
all of God’s love letters and picture albums are burning up in a fire just outside the door, a fire
which we are helpless to stop. We sit there, helpless in the dark of divine absence, tied to this
chair, present only to ash and wheeze, while all we hold dear seems lost forever. We even
wonder if we’ve brought this all on ourselves. It’s our fault. God is against us. We’ve forfeited
God’s help.Mentally, all of this, and its only Tuesday!How do we get through?Our Sense of
HelplessnessOne November morning, a preacher named Charles Spurgeon used his sermon to
describe harmful helpers who like to tell the depressed, “Oh! You should not feel like this!” Or
“Oh! You should not speak such words, nor think such thoughts.”2 Then, he offered a strong
word of advocacy for sufferers of depression. “It is not easy to tell how another ought to feel and
how another ought to act,” he said.We are different, each one of us; but I am sure there is one
thing in which we are all brought to unite in times of deep sorrow, namely, in a sense of
helplessness.3We sense helplessness, yes, and also shame. Like other issues of mental health,
we don’t talk about depression. If we do, we either whisper as if the subject is scandalous or
rebuke it as if it’s a sin. No wonder many of us don’t seek help; for when we do, those who try to
help only add to the shame of it all.How is it then that this preacher could stand up publicly in a
congregation and talk so openly about depression? He was a megachurch pastor, one of the
first ever. It was the 1800s. He was British, Victorian and Baptist. How was a guy like that talking
so openly about a subject like this?The answer is partially discovered in a catastrophic grief.
Only two weeks prior to this early November sermon, when he talked about helplessness and he
defended the depressed, he had preached to several thousand people in that exact spot. But as
he did, a prankster yelled, “Fire!” The resulting panic left seven dead and twenty-eight seriously
injured.Charles (may I call him that?) was only twenty-two years old, embracing the tenth month



of his young marriage. He and his wife were wading diaper deep into the first month of parenting
their twin boys in a new house full of unpacked boxes. Now, with so many people dead,
newspapers across London cruelly and mercilessly blamed him. The senseless tragedy and the
public accusation nearly broke Charles’ mind, not only in those early moments but also with
lasting effects.I start our conversation about depression with this November sermon, amid the
public honesty of a pastor and a congregation. I do so because this sermon reveals what the
pained man said the first time he returned to a pulpit following the hoax that killed. He begins –
and I hope that you too might see how helpful this is – by publicly confessing his humanity.I
almost regret this morning that I have ventured to occupy this pulpit, because I feel utterly unable
to preach to you for your profit. I had thought that the quiet and repose of the last fortnight had
removed the effects of that terrible catastrophe; but on coming back to the same spot again, and
more especially, standing here to address you, I feel somewhat of those same painful emotions
which well-nigh prostrated me before. You will therefore excuse me this morning ... I have been
utterly unable to study ... Oh, Spirit of God, magnify thy strength in thy servant’s weakness, and
enable him to honour his Lord, even when his soul is cast down within him.4The fact that such a
prominent Christian pastor struggled with depression and talked so openly about it invites us to
friendship with a fellow sufferer. As this pastor and preacher grappled with faith and doubt,
suffering and hope, we gained a companion on the journey. In his story we can begin to find our
own. What he found of Jesus in the darkness can serve as a light for our own darkness.My
Beloved’s AnguishThere comes a time in most of our lives in which we no longer have the
strength to lift ourselves out or to pretend ourselves strong. Sometimes our minds want to break
because life stomped on us and God didn’t stop it. Like a family who watches their loved one slip
and fall onto the rocks on a mountainside vacation when all was supposed to be beautiful and
fun; or like a parent whose child was mistreated or shot while at school. Charles and those who
lost their loved ones that terrible day had to come to terms with suffering in a house of God while
the word was preached and a prankster cackled.Questions fill our lungs. We mentally wheeze.
We go numb. When on vacation or at school or at church, that kind of thing is not supposed to
happen there.Even the knees of a Jesus-follower will buckle. Charles’ wife, Susannah, said of
Charles at that time, “My beloved’s anguish was so deep and violent, that reason seemed to
totter in her throne, and we sometimes feared that he would never preach again.”5Though it
cannot be said for all of us or for every person that we have loved, it remains true that, in this
cherished case, Charles Spurgeon did preach again. But sorrows of many kinds haunted and
hounded him for the rest of his life. His depression came, not only from circumstances, or from
questions about whether or not he was consecrated to God, but also from the chemistry of his
body. God gave to us a preacher who knew firsthand what it felt like for his reason to totter, not
just once, but many times during his life and ministry. And somehow this fellow sufferer named
Charles and his dear wife Susannah (who also suffered physically most of her adult life) still
made a go of it, insisting to each other and to their generation that the sorrowing have a
Savior.On that November morning, in weakness, Charles did what some of us are not yet able to



do in our sorrows; he read the Bible. Perhaps it will comfort you to learn that for a while “the very
sight of the Bible” made Charles cry.6 Many of us know what this feels like. But this Scripture
passage, Philippians 2:9-11, “had such a power of comfort upon [his] distressed spirit.”And
being found in human form, he [Jesus] humbled himself by becoming obedient to the point of
death, even death on a cross. Therefore God has highly exalted him and bestowed on him the
name that is above every name (Phil. 2:8-9).From this Scripture, Charles set the larger story of
his hope before us. The same Heavenly Father who picked up His son out of the muck, misery
and mistreatment can do the same for us.Finding StrengthYou may or may not know what you
think about that right now. But we know for sure, you and I, that more frequently than we want,
our roads are often dirt and heat, all ants and flies. Sometimes our feet can’t tap when the music
plays.We also know, don’t we, that some of our friends exude impatience with us who must walk
these roads of sorrow. Their ways are all jokes and pub, backslaps and slogans. I don’t pretend
that a little book like this can mend such double-wounds or that the story of one person, like
Charles Spurgeon, can bring comfort into your life.Yet, I do know this. When our noses are
rubbed red by tissue and our head hair falls out, have you noticed that we can still sometimes
muster ourselves to welcome the child’s drawing or the well-wisher’s handwritten note? We can’t
take the philosopher’s treatise or the theologian’s lectures. The friend who motors on with
sentences, too impatient for silences, must also wait to visit us on a later day. Sick inside, we
simply cannot stomach a full meal. But a bit of cracker can help. A fragment of ice, a few
syllables of a word timely chosen in friendship, can go a long way, sometimes, can’t they?And no
one should think that life-giving nutrients are absent with such a seemingly sparse diet in the
barren time. On the contrary, the sad-ridden and gracious-held in Jesus often testify to us
regarding the surprising nourishment given with a few bits of daily bread. Day by day the
strength finds them and carries them, though they know not how or when the carrying came.I
write this book with prayerful hope that its few bits will likewise nourish you in His carrying. I want
to help you get through. So, rather than an exhaustive word or prosaic treatise on depression, I
rather hope that you can receive it as it is intended; the handwritten note of one who wishes you
well. Such notes of grace I too have sorely needed.1 Charles Spurgeon, “The Fainting Hero,”
MTP, Vol. 55.2 Charles Spurgeon, “The Exaltation of Christ,” Sermon 101, NPSP (November 2,
1856). , accessed April 3, 2013.3 Charles Spurgeon, “The Exaltation of Christ,” Sermon 101,
NPSP (November 2, 1856). , accessed April 3, 2013.4 Charles Spurgeon, “The Exaltation of
Christ,” Sermon 101, NPSP.5 Charles Ray, The Life of Susannah Spurgeon, in Morning
Devotions by Susannah Spurgeon: Free Grace and Dying Love (Edinburgh: The Banner of Truth
Trust, 2006), p. 166.6 Charles Spurgeon, “Honey in the Mouth,” MTP, Vol. 37 (Ages Digital
Library, 1998), p. 485.2Depression and OurCircumstancesThe mind can descend far lower than
the body, for in it there are bottomless pits. The flesh can bear only a certain number of wounds
and no more, but the soul can bleed in ten thousand ways, and die over and over again each
hour.1The umbrella was gray like the clouds. I held it above them as they knelt on mud covered
with green tarp. They knelt there beneath the rain, next to the grave pit. They knelt there with the



Bible open, reading, “I am the resurrection and the life.” The pages were blotched by large wet
drops, not so much from the rain as from their tears.They cried too with loud voices. They
shouted. Sometimes it was prayer they bellowed while I held the umbrella and the crowd stood
gray and still. At other times it was as if deep groans burst through to catch and mangle the
syllables, while she rocked her body back and forth, while he knelt still but not quiet. We couldn’t
make out their sentences. But we didn’t need to. The meaning was clear. A casket this small, for
a child this young, should not be.Things in life can hurt us; circumstances we wouldn’t wish on
anyone. They cause us to say with the Apostle Paul, “our bodies had no rest, but we were
afflicted at every turn—fighting without and fear within” (2 Cor. 7:5). Within a community of
shrieking circumstances survivors howl with rationality.A voice was heard in Ramah,weeping
and loud lamentation,Rachel weeping for her children;she refused to be comforted, because
they are no more. (Matt. 2:18)Even the beauty of wonder like childbirth can originate words that
can’t get out of bed, words such as “post-partum.” “Who is there of our race that is quite free
from sorrows?” Charles asks us. “Search the whole earth through, and everywhere the thorn and
thistle will be found.”2“There is a time to weep,” (Eccles. 3:4) no matter who we are.The Role of
Painful CircumstancesHas a circumstance ever broken your heart? “There are several forms of a
broken heart,”3 Charles tenderly reminds us.Desertion: Neglect or betrayal by a spouse, family
member or friend.Bereavement: The ailment or death of one we love.Penury: Job loss, financial
strain, poverty of basic needs.Disappointment and Defeat: Dreams unreached, goals blocked,
tries that failed, foes that won.Guilt: regrets, pains we’ve caused others, sins against God.More
circumstances than these can traumatize us, here under this sun in this crime-ridden and
tsunami world. The ancient sages teach us that being sad about such sad things is wise.It is
better to go to the house of mourningthan to go to the house of feasting,for this is the end of all
mankind,and the living will lay it to heart. (Eccles. 7:2)So, let’s remind ourselves at the outset: In
itself, sadness or “grief is God's gift to us. It's how we get through."4 It is an act of faith and
wisdom to be sad about sad things.Depression a Symptom of Painful CircumstancesSometimes
sadness in response to painful circumstance takes a dark turn. It morphs into something other
than itself. Grief doesn’t end and the dark creature we call depression wakens from its lair.“There
are certain forms of disease,” Charles observes, “which so affect the brain and the whole
nervous system that depression is a melancholy symptom of the disease.”5Quite involuntarily,
unhappiness of mind, depression of spirit, and sorrow of heart will come upon you. You may be
without any real reason for grief, and yet may become among the most unhappy of men
because, for the time, your body has conquered your soul.6Notice that Charles speaks of
depression as if our choices are over-ruled. Depression comes “involuntarily” to us as if the thing
has a will of its own. Notice also that an identifiable reason for the proportion of this grief does
not exist. We exhibit unhappiness of mind whether the circumstances of our lives are good or
bad.Multiplied sadnesses can also take a dark turn toward depression. “Trial has succeeded
trial,” and blasted all of our hopes.7 Trials become like waves on the sea rolling over us one after
another. Such an “accumulation of aches, pains, weaknesses and sorrows” can take their toll on



us.8 Our boat begins to leak. Feverishly, while the waves roll in, we patch this hole and that one.
The storm brews. Our boat rises and falls. Soon more holes appear than we have stamina to
patch. The waters break over us. We held out as long as we could. The last wave proved too
much. Our boat sank. In this case, is such depression actually “a grief out of proportion”? Or
amid such suffering, is depression itself the warranted grief?After all, for some of us, we’ve been
unable to live in any other scene but the one that crushed us. We were brought so low that we
never held up our heads again. It’s like we will go from that time forth mourning to our graves.9
Circumstance haunted us and went on. Depression came but never left. It haunts us
still.Perhaps among the hardest of our painful circumstances are those suffered in childhood.
Depression seized its moment in our youth and something core to our temperament was altered
permanently. We became like the sensitive plant that curls up its tendrils at a touch. Ever since,
our lives have exhibited a constant shrinking from contact with other people. We no longer dare
to face the world.10 We assume the world stalks us, always to harm us.How then do we tell the
difference between the gift of sadness and the trauma of circumstantial depression? In his
acclaimed book, The Noonday Demon: An Atlas of Depression, Andrew Solomon answers:
“Grief is depression in proportion to circumstance” while “depression is grief out of proportion to
circumstance.”11Let’s pause for a moment and recognize how ugly ordinary grief in proportion to
a circumstance can look. For example, what proportion of grief makes sense for a survivor of
genocide? Or what of a mother whose son was murdered, or of a father whose daughter lost a
long fight with cancer and died young? How we define what is healthy and proportionate cannot
be measured by our personal impatience or cultural decorum. The cruel thing itself must reveal
the proportion of grief warranted.No Cure for SadnessIn this light, contrary to what some people
tell us, sadness is neither a sign of laziness nor a sin; neither negative thinking nor weakness.
On the contrary, when we find ourselves impatient with sadness, we reveal our preference for
folly, our resistance to wisdom, and our disregard for depth and proportion.So, when we see
others in pain, and we want to stop them from it, we must not underestimate what they have had
to overcome in their lives. Depression calls for even more compassion and acceptance. They
sin, yes. But we’ve all been sinned against too. If we had known the trials that have assaulted
them, we too might discover a life more attended by frightful glooms and miserable stares within
our memories than we want.Memory after all is a powerful thing. It can both bless us and haunt
us. Some of us are memory-haunted. Circumstance left its stain. Such persons need mercy not
scolding. After all, on this side of heaven, “There is no cure for sadness”12 or depression. No
saint or hero is immune. Room to cry loudly or long remains necessary, warranted, and nobly
human.So as we head into our next chapter, let’s hold the soaked umbrella together by the
graveside and establish this important truth. In this fallen world, sadness is an act of sanity, our
tears the testimony of the sane.What Depression Originating from Circumstances Teaches
UsChristian faith on earth is neither an escape nor heaven. Charles speaks of certain Christians
who, from their position of health and wealth, suggest that perfection, ease and immunity from
human troubles describe what faithfulness to Jesus produces. Charles counters this notion and



describes instead “the tried people of God” who “do not often ride upon these high horses.” The
sheer number of their anxieties and cares forces them into a life which must frequently cry out to
God and which exposes their being only mortal.13We do not equate spiritual blessing with
circumstantial ease. “Certain of my brethren are frequently in trouble. Their whole life is a
floundering out of one slough of despond into another. You have had many losses in business—
nothing but losses perhaps; you have had many crosses, disappointments, bereavements;
nothing prospers with you ... it is no sign, beloved, that you are not a child of God ... remember
that none of your trials can prove you to be a lost man.”14We who’ve not suffered depression
from circumstances must learn the pastoral care of those who have. When a person “has been
through a similar experience” of depression, “he uses another tone of voice altogether. He
knows that, even if it is nonsense to the strong, it is not so to the weak, and he so adapts his
remarks so that he cheers” the sufferer “where the other only inflicts additional pain. Broken
hearted one, Jesus Christ knows all your troubles, for similar troubles were his portion”
too.151 Spurgeon, “Honey in the Mouth,” MTP, Vol. 37, p. 485.2 Charles Spurgeon, “The Man of
Sorrows,” MTP, Vol. 19 (Ages Digital Library, 1998), p. 155.3 Charles Spurgeon, “Healing for the
Wounded,” NPSP, Sermon 53 (), accessed 12/13/13.
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C. H. Cobb, “Cherry-picking Spurgeon at his very best!. The term “cherry-picking” is often used
pejoratively—I don’t use it that way here. Zach Eswine has mined Spurgeon’s sermons with the
sort of care for detail a private investigator might employ in evaluating a target’s email. Spurgeon
was both a sufferer of depression as well as a comforter of the depressed: he knows well of what
he speaks. As Eswine demonstrates, the nineteenth-century “prince of preachers” provided a
treasure-trove of wisdom regarding depression.Like Spurgeon’s own experience of depression,
Eswine’s book is for two audiences: counselors and the depressed, as is made clear from its
organization. Part One has to do with understanding the dark pit of depression. Sufferers will find
that they are reading an author who understands their despair. Eswine’s use of metaphor and his
commentary on the Scripture’s use of metaphor turns his writing into a thing of sensitive beauty,
although counselors might itch for him to get from description to prescription (an impatience the
author warns us about).Part Two, “Learning How to Help Those Who Suffer from Depression,”
contains almost as many cautions for those seeking to help the depressed as it does positive
directions for soul care. Chapter 7, “Helps that Harm” illustrates things not to do when caring for
the depressed.Eswine provides good advice for weary souls who find themselves in the black
night of despair in Part Three: “Learning Helps to Daily Cope with Depression.” In his chapter
“Natural Helps” the author makes a case for the judicious use of medicine, as well as other
remedies such as laughter and times of rest. His chapter on suicide is gentle but firm.This is an
eminently usable volume: it is accessible to the average reader, it is full of excellent advice,
heavily footnoted for those who wish to do extra study, and it’s brief (only 143 pages). It’s the sort
of thing you can give a counselee or read yourself as a counselor. Eswine has done the world of
Biblical Counseling a favor with this book; I recommend it highly. Five stars.”

Candace, “HITS THE BULL'S-EYE!!!. Although most of us (Christ-followers), struggle or have
struggled with depression, here in the affluent and (dare I say) all-too-often "lukewarm" church of
the West there is a prevalent, pervasive ideology that the Christian can expect a life of health,
wealth, prosperity, and ease. However, we find this self-focused view in conflict with Scripture.
The believer who battles depression and the stigma and shame attached to it, may find him/
herself wondering what is “wrong” with them. The Christian's journey is wrought with many
"dangers, toils, and snares." God is not unaware, nor is He is not aloof.In this small, but mighty
book, Zack Eswine executes a poignant, powerful, and compassionate job exploring the subject
of depression and sorrow, realistically encouraging, comforting, affirming, and infusing us with
hope as he reminds us that there is no affliction, hardship, or dark cave of the soul that God
does not see, identify with, embrace us in, and ultimately rescue us from. “Rejoice not over me,
my enemy; when I fall I shall rise; when I sit in darkness, the LORD will be a light to me” (from
Micah 7). Whether you suffer from depression or know someone who does, the Lord will use
this book to be a light to you.”



Anita Gordon, Head Librarian, “Spurgeon, My Brother in Suffering. Those who've traversed the
howling desert have things to say that no one else really can." (pg.89) Spurgeon, the Prince of
Preachers, suffered deep depression, yet he was not silent about his lifelong, unwelcome
'friend.' In this incredibly unique and refreshing book, Zack Eswine digs deep into the Spurgeon
archives and mines gems that allow us to hear from Spurgeon himself regarding his
experiences, his helps, his hopes and the dark pain that shadowed him to his grave. There are
extensive footnotes at the bottom of each page to enable the reader to read the sermon or
context surrounding the quotes. As the back of the cover states, "This is not a self help guide,
but rather a 'handwritten note of one who wishes you well.' "Personal Thoughts: This book
cheered my bleeding heart. While oftentimes there are no words to express what one is feeling,
the words upon this book's pages are so accurate to the depressed condition that it hurts.
Describing depression is about using a language of metaphors. As a sufferer, you search for
just the right metaphor to describe your pain. You cling, with thankfulness, to the metaphors
God has given you in the Psalms, and you receive the metaphors that fellow sufferers have
spoken as whispered gifts of good friends. What a comfort to sit with Spurgeon, a brother and
now a friend. How beautiful it is to sit and weep with him, knowing that on every page his voice
says, "I understand."”

BookWorm2011, “Helpful and Real, As Advertised. "Spurgeon's Sorrows" is helpful, practical,
theological, biographical, and poignant.I'll keep my review short, but Zack Eswine delivers what
he promises: realistic hope for those who suffer from depression. I read this in the midst of my
latest bout with depression, and it was a balm to my weary soul. Often I would put the book
down as my eyes filled with tears as I held on to sweet promises Eswine presents from both
Scripture and the life and words of the wonderful Charles Spurgeon.Depression is not
necessarily a sin, but a real physical illness that plagues even the most faithful of believers like
Spurgeon. Eswine also points to our Savior, "the Man of Sorrows", who came down and
suffered, being able to help us who also suffer now.This book was indispensable to me and I
know many Christians suffering from depression. Spurgeon's words are very needed today on
this topic that is so often misunderstood in the Church.Thank you, Zack Eswine”

Colin MacAulay, “Expressing God's love & kindness in dark times. I wasn't sure if this would be
overly sentimental or a bit preachy, but it was neither.Spurgeon, a famous name in evangelical
circles today, suffered deep life-long depression (as I do). Rather than see it as some kind of
unusual judgement upon him - he rather knew that God was with him and that Christians face
various trials in life (no "prosperity gospel" here). In fact, the empathy for suffering people that
Spurgeon developed through his own depressions, was hugely used to help thousands of fellow
sufferers.The author has done a frankly amazing job of sifting through Spurgeon's millions of
recorded words, looking for his insights into depression. He weaves them together in a way that
is clear to read and which is heartwarming.I shall go back to read this book many more times, as



it had a huge wealth of helpful material (it's not huge book either - something which depressed
folks would find too daunting). A truly great help to me, I recommend it enthusiastically to fellow
sufferers or their loved ones who might glean more understanding of this condition and its
effects through reading this !!”

Penguin, “It's a journey that all of us should take, sufferers or caregivers.. Depression is so
endemic that we (who do not suffer from it) need to understand it more if we are to love our
brothers and sisters in Christ and our enemies. I guess the difficulty is that we usually deploy our
reason to understand things that we do not understand. As depression is beyond rationality, we
are baffled by it. I believe that we all have episodes in life when we feel sad, dejected and
sorrowful because of our circumstances, but these moods can be understood by reason and
should be lifted once the circumstances have changed. Depression however goes beyond that
and into the darkness of despondency, where it is like a dungeon, and hope is getting dimmer
and dimmer out of sight.This is a book for both sufferers and caregivers. Sufferers may not have
the ability to put into words of their experience, and will find comfort in this book that they are not
alone and they are known, not just by veteran sufferers but by our Lord Jesus. Caregivers will
gain an insight into this dark disease of mind and soul to help them reflect their ways in
interacting with sufferers.This book is excellent in building the bridge between sufferers and
caregivers by giving a voice to the sufferers and showing from the experience of the author and
Spurgeon what help and coping mechanisms works. Systematically the author explains to us the
circumstantial, biological and spiritual aspects to depression. Yet, "each person who shares the
diagnosis of "depression" differs in kind. Like a snowflake, though similar textures and patterns
exist for identification, no two depressions are equally alike." (p.63) It means there is no one-size-
fit-all recommendations. This is exactly what my depressed friends tell me. The book dispels the
myth that depression and faith are contradictory terms. Trawling through Spurgeon's insight, the
author shows us how depression and faith sit together. It is astonishing to see God's word
through the eyes of sufferers as they identify what non-sufferers would easily miss. Having read
the book, I am convinced that God does understand depression and He speaks personal words
to them - how gracious He is to include words of comfort and understanding in Scripture for
them whom seem to have lost all hope. We all know Jesus' anguish in the Garden of
Gethsemane or Job's cry to God or the troubled soul of the Psalmist or Elijah's request to die,
but in the eyes of those who suffer from depression, those are reflection of their inner struggle
and the very words that capture their turmoil. Skilfully, the author helps us learn from the
experience of Spurgeon how to use God's word and promises to hang on in there, to see a light
in the darkness no matter how flickering it is or to the light beyond the cloud which is beckoning.
This speaks to me the power of God's word and the depth of His compassion.The book ends
very positively. I think it will bring hope to sufferers. They may not see the benefits that Spurgoen
sees but I believe that the book has given sufferers realistic hope and very useful practical tips
how to live through it with God. At the same time, it also gives caregivers an insight into how to



better support and comfort and understand the sufferers around them.I have always wondered if
diverting attention from self to Christ would help alleviate depression. It is an important turning
point in our Christian walk that the shift in orientation from self-centredness to God-centredness
takes place. That shift changes our perspective and dwarfs the scale of our troubles in life. Yet I
don't know if this is rationality talking. This is not addressed in the book. All in all, I think the book
gives graphic examples of Rev 9:5-6: "They were allowed to torment them for five months, but
not to kill them, and their torment was like the torment of a scorpion when it stings someone. And
in those days people will seek death and will not find it. They will long to die, but death will flee
from them." I can see how Spurgeon says: "I am certain that I have seen more in the dark than
ever I saw in the light - more stars, most certainly - more things in heaven if fewer things on
earth." (p.138) It is a gift to have sufferers of depression in our midst as they are blessed with
unique insights into the bible that escape non-sufferers. I pray that sufferers will see the purpose
of their suffering like Spurgeon and the glory of God that they are favoured to glimpse will make it
worthwhile and bring them comfort and immeasurable joy in the end.”

weebird, “Thought provoking and encouraging in every way!. I bought this book a number of
months ago and have been reading slowly through its pages with sorrow, tears, gladness and
hope...i have a very dear loved one who has this year gone into such a deep depression i feared
i might lose them. By God's good graces they are still here and are continuing to struggle
through each hard day....this book opened my eyes so much in how to listen and be there for
them and also helped my own hope continue to hold fast to God's promises and give me
strength. My loved one who suffers in much pain with depression has only just begun reading
this book themselves. I had been sharing small potions with them over the months i have been
reading, but recently they have gained enough focus and energy (which sadly has been hard for
them to have this long while now) themselves and have found much solace in the words and a
kind of understanding within the pages of this book as it shares the words of Spurgeon who also
suffered greatly in his lifetime...yet endured to the end with God's promises.i cannot recommend
this book enough to those who have loved ones in a dark place of no hope, it will strengthened
your own hope and equip you with practical ways to help.”

Ms. Caroline R. Whitla, “Delightful and very useful book to read. Delightful and very useful book
to read. Many quotes from Spurgeon and well combined with commentary by Z Eswine. When
life is dealing a number of hard blows, and you take your Christian life seriously, it is good to
know how the giants of the faith handled similar situations and remained faithful to a sovereign
God. Felt more content with life circumstances by the time I had finished and more aware of
God's sovereign right to do with me as he pleases. This book also helped me see how God
could cause pain, suffering and persecutin and yet remain faithful and loving to his children. Pity
many of our pastors can't provide this kind of comfort. I am blessed as mine has experienced
much, is devoted to God and familiar with Spurgeon. Well recommended.”



Cat, “Must read. I have read much about depression. But this is a must for every Christian! If you
want to help sb with depression, read it! If you have depression, read it! If you want to
understand, read it!It is the most concise, precise, encoouraging, comforting and challenging
book i ever read with that gentle emphathy and sympathy of the great Preacher. I have
highlighted 90% of the whole book. What is not highlighted are basically just index pages so to
say.”

The book by Zack Eswine has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 597 people have provided feedback.
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